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A MAKE OVER!
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Lovea has forever been inspired by islands on
the other side of the world, using a transversal
signature for all of our iconic products: Monoi
from Tahiti. A product that is 100% natural,
overflowing with benefits, born from soaking
the petals of the Tiaré flower in coconut oil.
In May 2020 Lovea completely revised its
brand platform and launched entirely its
new beauty range to seduce the millennial
generation and bring a new lease of life to the
cosmetics department!
Natural, simple, clear beauty to effortlessly
treat and take care of oneself and the planet.

A BRAND BY

La Phocéenne de Cosmétique Group

A NATURAL
BRAND:
OFFERING THE
BEST OF EXOTIC
NATURE
We have our own formulation charter for cleaner,
more natural or organic cosmetics. This year we are
launching new care ranges for the face, body and
hair, with at least 95% ingredients of natural origin
respecting your skin and the planet. We constantly
review our formulas to get rid of any controversial
ingredients.

We want to offer the best of exotic nature.
In order to do so, we take pride in selecting natural
active ingredients overflowing with benefits for the
skin and the hair: Monoi Oil and Organic Coconut
Oil.
Naturalness is engraved into the heart of our
present and future development.
Recently we opened a new specialized research
laboratory and completely dedicated to new natural
raw materials with proven benefits for the skin and
hair.
Since 2019, we have been working alongside the
Natural History Museum and the CNRS to identify
plants with mosquito repellent virtues.

A PLEASURE
BRAND:
DEVELOPING
BEAUTY TO HAVE
A DAILY TREAT
We select exotic perfumes with natural and
enchanting scents which are the genuine signature of
our products.
With our innovative textures we aim to provide
different product experiences.
Our multi-category range is based on essential
beauty steps.

DID YOU KNOW ?
With this new range, Lovea should
avoid using 16 tons of virgin plastic and
emitting 49 tons of CO2 eq. in other
words the equivalent volume of CO2
absorbed in one year by 980 trees.

A RESPONSIBLE
BRAND:
PRESERVING
NATURE’S
WEALTH.
Lovea has an environmentally responsible and ethical
approach.
Packaging is produced up to 100% recycled plastic and
our formulas contain up to 99% ingredients of natural
origin.
The brand is also committed to reducing our use of
virgin plastic of 40% and to use recyclable packaging
by 2022.

Lovea is also committed to
act for planet and animal
protection.
For all of our new formulas, we use only vegan ingredients, which are not
from animal origin or produced by them.

Our Monoi oil is resourced in an environmentally friendly manner
in Tahiti.

Our Coconut Body care
range is Ecocert certified organic, according to
COSMOS ORGANIC
standards.

In 2020, Lovea joined the
Polynesian environmental association "Oceania"
to fight against marine
litter in Overseas, act for
its recovery and thereby
contribute to the preservation of marine biodiversity and in particular its
magnificent representatives: cetaceans.

DISCOVER

OUR NEW BODY AND
HAIR RANGES

MONOI & SHEA
BUTTER RANGE

COCONUT &
GREEN TEA RANGE

Nourishes dry, and damaged hair

Moisturises normal hair

A complete range based on natural ingredients: Monoi
Oil and Shea Butter to take care of dry, and damaged hair.
Results? It is left deeply nourished, bright, very soft, and
smelling incredibly nice!

3 new products with Organic Coconut water and Green
Tea extract that respect the hair.
Results? It is left moisturised, soft, smooth and smelling
incredibly nice!

SHAMPOO

HAIR FOOD
More natural new formulas

All-purpose treatment
+ Conditioner
+ Mask
+ No-rinse treatment
More natural new formulas

More environmentally friendly new
packaging

More environmentally friendly new
packaging
250ml

390ml

DETANGLER SPRAY

CONDITIONER
More natural new formulas

More natural new formulas

More environmentally friendly new
packaging

200ml

150ml

ORGANIC
COCONUT RANGE

MONOI RANGE
FROM TAHITI

Moisturises very dry skin

Nourishes very dry skin

A range enriched with organic coconut oil, known for its
softening properties.
Results? Dry skin becomes incredibly soft, instantly
moisturised and is left smelling delicious!

Thanks to our routine composed of three products enriched in Monoi Oil from Tahiti, very dry skin is left extremely soft, intensely nourished and smelling delicious!

BODY MILK

NOURISHES

MOISTURISES

MY VERY DRY SKIN

MY DRY SKIN

250ml

250ml

About lovea

SCRUBS

150ml

Creamy texture
Exfoliants: Rice and
apricot kernels

150ml

Gel texture
Exfoliants: Black
sand and apricot kernels

HAND CREAM

75ml

MOISTURISES

MY VERY DRY SKIN

75ml

NOURISHES

MY VERY DRY HANDS

Lovea is the brand for all ladies who believe that in order to be beautiful, they should
first and for most be natural. Lovea was designed for those who are affected by
protecting nature but for whom it is not a chore or a compromise but simply a way
of life.
It is the brand for those who prefer simplicity, transparent messages and responsible
brands but also and above all pleasure.
Lovea is the brand for eternal optimists, positive thinkers and those who shine.
It is the brand for those who love to feel the warm sun on their skin but also dance
all night.
The brand for women who live their lives to the full, spontaneously, without complexes
or shade.
Lovea is the brand for those who want beauty that is as good for them as it is for the
planet…
‘Without compromise and easy going.’

About La Phocéenne de Cosmétique

Éric Renard et Xavier Padovani,
founders of La Phocéenne de Cosmétique

Founded 24 years ago in Salon de Provence, La Phocéenne de Cosmétique has succeeded
in developing their activity in France and abroad building on strong commitments and on
sincere and ethical values.
Thanks to their Le Petit Oliver and Lovea brands, La Phocéenne de Cosmétique is permanently
innovating and investing, to maintain and develop products that are more responsible and respectful of consumers and our environment, remaining accessible and manufactured in France.
They prove that it is indeed possible to ‘Always do better for beauty and well-being’.
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